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to understand relations, those of space are mastered far
more easily than those of time.
training in judgement and reasoning
On the whole, it seems to me that one is left with three
generalizations on which to base our educational practice.
Children's processes are very like our own, for even
allowing for Piaget's belief in the ego-centricity of children
and their need of training in reasoning through social con-
tacts, we too seldom realize the weakness of our case until
we have to convince another.
Judgement grows with pondering over experience and
the imaginative use thereof; to make our judgement ex-
plicit and show the steps we have taken to come to a
conclusion is not only a matter of making ourselves dear
to our community—or sometimes to ourselves—but also
of respect for intellectual probity. Hence here the help
of the educator is needed and an intelligent well-educated
child of ten often reasons far better than the uneducated
man of fifty.
Lastly, as Susan Isaacs points out, the process of growing
older—the technical term is maturation—carries with it
increased knowledge, wider experience, and so possibilities
of better judgement.
Perhaps the most important fact for teachers to re-
member is that there is no short cut to training in reasoning
cc judgement. How a man reasons and whether his judge-
ments are fair or no depend so much more on his knowledge
of the subject, his capacity to consider facts that gainsay
a preconceived opinion at least as willingly as those that
support it, that no training in a laboratory or in the mathe-
matics class is of much value unless it is part of an education
that inculcates respect for learning and understanding of
accuracy. The conditions of transference of training hold
iiere as elsewhere. Only if mathematics cc science, cc,

